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CGT Data Analytics
What?
Deloitte’s approach towards CGT Data Analytics has the flexibility to work with whatever data
is available to come to the solution that a company requires at that time, ranging from high
level one time quick scans to full-fledged management reports. This provides companies
high-level insights and identifies non-compliance, financial risks and customs planning
opportunities.

Reduce Risk

• Are you in control of any potential Customs
exposure and the material consequences thereof?
• Is your ERP set-up correct and are controls in
place?
• Are there cash or cash flow opportunities for your
organisation?
• Is it possible to dramatically reduce your spend
on Customs compliance?
• Are you able to utilise Customs process insights

Generate
Cash
4

Increase
Quality

and possibilities to optimise those?
• Are stakeholder reports clear and understandable
for users?

Why?
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CGT Data Analytics
Why?
Some differences between expectations and the real life, brought to light by
running a CGT Data Analytics project:
Client’s expectation
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DA outcome

I have no clue what happens (financially) in my
customs area

For 2013, 27000+ import declarations were filed
for 1125 different hs codes with a total customs
value of € 230mln and a total import duty amount
of € 2.4mln (1.1%).

My customs declarations are being filed by 3
customs agents at most

24 customs agents were used to file the import
and export declarations

My customs activities are outsourced to customs
agents and they are doing a great job

Client is still responsible! Several customs agents
filed import declarations (including duties) which
were meant for one of their other clients.

Import duties are always calculated in the most
optimal way

Potential FTA savings € 500.000

How?
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CGT Data Analytics
How? – The Deloitte analytics approach
Plan
Vision & Strategy
Begin the Analytics
Journey by exploring
the business challenges
and business strategy
to be delivered. Define
Analytics Strategy to
support the business
strategy.

Analytics Maturity
Assessment
Understand the current
state, benchmark and
define more detailed
requirements for
Analytics capability.

Roadmap
Define a roadmap of
initiatives to build
Analytics capabilities.

3. Perform gap
analysis and
draft roadmap
2. Assess
current
capability and
data landscape
1. Assess
challenges and
identify
opportunity to
define an
Analytics
strategy

5. Design, deploy and
exploit new
capabilities. Monitor
and evolve over time

4. Implement
pilots and PoCs
to test
hypotheses and
create success
stories

Proof of Concept and pilots
allow hypotheses to be tested
and the roadmap to be refined,
creating buy in for Analytics
initiatives.

Deliver the capabilities
set out in the Analytics
Strategy and start
exploration with business
users to ensure uptake
and continuous
improvement.

Analytics Target
Operating Model

Pilot Project
Execute
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CGT Data Analytics
How? – Structured (global) CGT Data Analytics approach
In order to incorporate Customs Data Analytics within the (finance organisation) a structured
approach should be implemented (shift from fire fighting to be in control).
Client trade data will be the starting point to provide
insight into global trade lanes.
Customs and global trade
strategy

Customs
declaration
analytics

Request
declaration
data

By uploading the ERP data into the Trade Lane
Analytics solution, insight into the global trade lanes
can be created.

Dump
ERP
data

Trade
lane
analytics

Define
countries
for deepdive

The outcome of the Trade Lane Analytics can be used
to determine for which countries it is valuable to
execute a deep-dive into the declaration data.
Request declaration data, for the selected countries,
from the authorities and/or brokers.
Upload declaration data into Customs Declaration
Analytics and perform detailed analysis on compliance
and potential savings.
Outcome of the analytics scans can be used to optimise
the customs and global trade strategy continuously.
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CGT Data Analytics
How? – Eight steps from customs data to insights
Deloitte

Customs Authorities /
Customs brokers

Project team

1

Client
Project team

Tax department

2

Prepare data request
• Define entities
• Prepare power of
attorney
• Define report period
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• Sign power of attorney

Data Request

4a
5

6

4b

Data Transfer
• ERP/CMS decl. data

Perform Testing

Customs Analysis
• Analyze test results
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Data Transfer

Data mapping

• Perform tests

7

Authorise request
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Reporting
Workshop to discuss
findings and
demonstrate Dashboard
One year access to the
dashboard for 5 users

Demo
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CGT Data Analytics
Demo
INSIGHT

COMPLIANCE

SAVINGS
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